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Havering and Offerton - A day to reflect

The following report is the outcome of discussions taken from a face to face work sessions that took place 
between BRAG  (Brier Residents Action Group) and Friends of Offerton Residents groups. The groups have 
been working together as part of the Baroness Helen Newlove’s Supported Community areas Programme 
for 18 months after being highlighted as an area of potential by Maxine Moar in her role as a National Deliv-
ery Manager for the Home Office.

The following notes are a record of their journey, 
highlighting successes and fears and containing sug-
gestions to service providers that is hoped will keep 
these groups progressing long into the future.

HAVERING UPDATE

As Chair of BRAG, Win Gleed gave the group an up-
date on how things were going and the areas of work 
she felt they now needed to concentrate on. 

She felt that the area was still suffering from a lack of 
community spirit and this was felt particularly from 
the young people who were quite destructive with 
acts of low level anti social behaviour and vandalism 
which caused concern for elderly residents. The sub 
letting of properties was another big issue as the 
properties subsequently became uncared for and 
made the area feel shabby and run down. Burglaries 
on the estate are still high which doesn’t help residents feel safe and this is made worse by a spate of resi-
dents front doors being kicked in. With this in mind target hardening was put in place with 60 new door 
handles provided that made the doors more secure supplied and fitted.

There was concern that some residents were lazy and wouldn’t support the groups aim to make the whole 
area a nicer place to live. This was an issue from when the group was set up and this issue hasn't been ad-
dressed so far.

Another of the issues raised that hindered progress was the ‘personal issue’ agendas that some people 
bought with them when they joined the group and this led to the larger general issues relating to the whole 
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of the estate being overlooked or sidelined and this has meant that membership has dropped off over the last 
year. 

The social side of BRAG is going well with a successful Children’s and Senior’s party at Christmas. There is 
also work being done to set up a youth group with qualified workers looking to help young people into paid 
work.

On another positive note, the police are doing their best to keep BRAG informed on issues in the area and 
Homes In Havering, a local housing provider, are seen as a strong supportive partner.

Issues raised:

Continuity of funding is a major concern to ensure successes are continued.

PCs/PCSOs being cut back

Evidence base will create a stronger case to argue for continued resourcing/match-funding

Suggested looking at local businesses to support BRAG

OFFERTON UPDATE

Hayley Bell, Chair of Friends of Offerton  gave an update to the group on how things were working on the 
estate.

Since the project had been going the community groups in the area are working well together. The block that 
was the Parish Council has been removed and this has made things easier. Participatory Budgeting has seen 
lots of residents get involved that haven't in the past and this has been their biggest success. 

The Face Book site has more than 350 friends but it hasn't always been an easy site to run owing to the social 
centre being reclaimed by the council. The site unfortunately became open to abuse for a while.

The cuts have already had an impact on the area and there may be additional cuts in the Neighbourhood 
Management team and the Youth Service . However the local residents, via a local petition, did manage to 
secure a two hour youth session on a Wednesday nights.

Drinking and Anti Social Behaviour by young people is on the rise which is a worry for the group. The re-
moval of the strong personally in the shape of the Neighbourhood Team Police Inspector has been an issue 
for the residents as his drive was infectious and that has not been replaced. He also was helpful at getting 
crime statistics etc for funding bids and the group are now struggling to gather such information as the 
PCSO unfortunately doesn't have the same authority to get information.

The Toddler Park has been a success under the groups strategy to get the park completed but costs have 
been mounting up - need to share Local Authorities's resources.
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Youth engagement - have to date applied to may funding streams but as yet been unsuccessful.  Require 
some crime statistics to supplement applications and make them generally more robust.

Challenges and opportunities for the future

THE FOLLOWING POINTS ARE THE ASPIRATIONS OF THE GROUPS IN MOVING FORWARD.

HAVERING

Access to other community groups - Betty Strathern Centre. 

More funding - need basics to allow the group to grow.

More members- schools, Face Book, local groups.

Consider Participatory Budgeting (PB)

Need one member to always be recruiting on nights of meetings - a role to be developed in the full group.

Queen’s Jubilee Event- good opportunity for residents to learn the ropes of organising

OFFERTON

Money- need funds to keep the basics going.

Local training - volunteers need to constantly be learning and rely on services to train them.

More advertising - local businesses helping to support and raise awareness to other residents.

More volunteers ( that only happens from all the above)

Sharing skills, peer and partner learning.

Mixing ages and skills - the young people have lots of skills around I.T. and the older residents can support 
young people to learn the ropes.
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BLOCKS TO FUTURE SUCCESS - PROBLEMS AT A GLANCE

Both groups are having the 
same issues owing to the cuts 
in national and local funding 
streams.  This is leading to 
concern and doubt in the 
minds of the volunteers with 
regard to future prospects for 
the group to evolve and be-
come a viable force in the 
neighbourhood.

Despite the name Volunteer-
ing is not without cost and it is 
getting difficult without the 
funding to support the groups 
financial needs. It is clear that volunteers should not have to find the money out of their own pockets to sup-
port the group and a means of reimbursement needs to be in place for when this happens.

Both groups have had applications for funding turned down. One of the key issues that may need to be ad-
dressed is the fact that in many cases funding application forms need a great deal of statistical information 
and other sorts of information and can be onerous for volunteers to fill in, it may pay dividends to offer pro-
fessional and sympathetic support in the compilation of such documents to these groups going forward.

Another aspect of the financial cuts that are a concern to local people are the jobs and employment opportu-
nities that will be lost which in turn means that support to the community will also be lost. 

Even the best informed residents cannot achieve without the support structures being in place to assist them 
in the future. The demise of Neighbourhood Management structures will mean the end of the natural plat-
form for volunteering to help services to maintain safe clean communities
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Suggestions for the future - going forward 

Havering -The Betty Strathern Centre is the main impediment to BRAG’s future development. Where the 

centre should provide a central building from which to continue developing the work of BRAG and its part-
ners the centre simply fails in this task. The current management regime does not appear to make the build-
ing available to the group when needed.  Additionally there appears to be no positive relationship between 
current users of the building and those representing BRAG and this is an issue that needs further exploration 
and resolution in order to move forward in a collective and positive manner. This is an historical issue that 
was apparent long before Havering became a Newlove area and it seems it has not moved forward since that 
time which indicates that this may be a matter for urgent action. 

One key aspect of the above mentioned points concerning the centre means that the building is vastly un-
derused and neither it or the group are realising their full potential. 

It may pay dividends to look again at the terms and conditions under which the centre was allocated fund-
ing and it may  be appropriate to requesting a meeting with the management committee of the centre to look 
at solutions to this issue. It may take a change in management style in order for the funders to get the best 
use from the building which can be, when used at its full potential, a valuable community asset. 

This needs to be moved forward by an Officer and not a member of BRAG as this is a contentious issue and 
unfortunately has become too personal an issue to be resolved from within. 

Offerton -The loss of the Neighbourhood Mangers will be a big blow to the Friends of Offerton Volunteers 

who are already feeling the effects of a change in the police services management structure. This needs to be 
discussed and plans for the future need to be made now if this group are to be able to function positively in 
the future. Leaving these decisions until a later date could prove very detrimental to the group as the staff 
taking over from the neighbourhood managers will quite probably not see this work as a priority and a 
properly managed hand over period is recommended.

I also Recommend that a frank discussion between managers and volunteers to plan the way ahead should 
take place over the next few months which should identify and safeguard the support needed for Friends of 
Offerton to continue. It is my experience that a change in personnel is the number one reason groups fail and 
this particular point was highlighted in the Newlove report as a key risk to this work 

Havering -Both groups are worried about the capacity to continue into the future given the urgent need for 

additional members. In BRAG’s case they have highlighted schools as the next place they wish to promote 
its work. It is important that this is seen as a joined up approach with officers supporting and attending any 
meetings that take place. This will help to get the messages over in a clear and concise way. 
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Offerton have a successful Facebook site that should be mirrored in Havering. There may need to be a dis-
cussion with the Local Authority Communication team as there will be red tape around the use of social me-
dia that needs to be clarified. Support from Offerton maybe one way forward as they have already under-
taken this process. 

Similarly with Participatory Budgeting, 
which is a method of funding designed 
for community to groups to bid for - Of-
ferton have had success in this area and 
could support BRAG to set up an par-
ticipatory budgeting event. This is some-
thing that Havering Homes may like to 
be involved with and could offer support 
in.

Offerton- Hayley Bell explained that 

getting hold of the necessary statistics for 
the completion of funding applications was difficult at present owing to the positive relationship with In-
spector O’Brien no longer being available. The group need to be advised as to who is the most suitable per-
son to continue this role. It is currently undertaken by a PCSO who does not, unfortunately, have the level of 
authority to gain the relevant information quickly. 

It is recommended that the Friends of Offerton Committee are given the opportunity to meet the new Inspec-
tor to raise their concerns and look at the way forward.

Taking the project to the next stage and keeping the issues alive. -As there will be changes to 

staff both now and over the coming year, I suggest the BRAG and Friends of Offerton groups are given the 
opportunity to present their experiences, successes and concerns to Senior Managers from partner agencies 
and Councillors. This will give a much needed fillip to the morale of both groups and give the project new 
life and will also allow the residents to place their project back on the local agenda. 

It is vital that the groups get all the support they need and deserve given their past commitment and the 
many hours of time and hard work they have put in to these projects. This action will also give the group the 
opportunity to invite Helen Newlove to re visit the area and to help her understand the difficulties both 
residents and partners are facing at this challenging time. 

I recommend a piece of peer consultation work with the above in mind that would include  interviews and 
photographs giving the volunteers new skills and further understanding to the issues they face for the fu-
ture, gain new members and support and produce a factual evidence based presentation and I will be more 
than happy to commit my time and experience to any such on-going ventures.
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And finally.....Both groups have wonderful commitment and a desire to remain working to improve their 
community and deserve to be supported but both the financial and staffing cuts are going to make it very 
difficult over the next year however it is a project well worth supporting in the future as it will pay divi-
dends to the local communities in which they are based.

The above recommendations are key to the groups keeping the momentum and delivering change in their 
areas. Without this, the groups will struggle to grow, develop new skills and stay motivated to give up their 
time for nothing without the successes to show for it.

Being part of the Baroness Newlove project has raised their profile and given them support by being part of the brand. 
As times are harder it is support and buy in that is needed to keep these wonderfully dedicated few doing what they do 
so well.

KEY POINTS 

✦ Support BRAG to develop a working relationship with the Betty Strathern Centre 

✦Ensure Local Authority and partner staff are available to support groups into the future

✦Agencies need to support the residents in applying for funding and gaining new members

✦New relationships with partners need to be forged to keep enthusiasm alive

✦A platform for residents to present their findings needs to be supported to move the projects forward and 
keep the enthusiasm alive 

And what did the residents say.....

“We are not alone”

‘Hope to meet you all again soon’

‘Not feeling isolated now and looking forward to a brighter future’
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